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gHAPTER-I 
Introduction 
Nearly whole mass of the atom is situated in the 
nncleu'o, nucleus is a positively charged central part of the 
;itnin. The aim of the nuclear research is to find out the 
properties of the nucleus as well as the behaviour of the 
nuclear forces inside the nucleus. 
[1] 
In 1919 Lord E. Rutherford , for the first 
time studied the reaction 
14 4 18 17 1 
N -t He -->[ F ] --> 0 + H (1.1) 
7 2 9 8 1 
and thvis opened a new field of the study of nuclear particle 
induced nuclear reactions. Thirteen years later, this 
discovery was termed as (oC,p) nuclear reaction. 
The strength of interaction of an incident 
particle with a target nucleus is known as cross- section. 
The cross- section is measured in units of area and adopted 
unit of area in case of nuclear reactions is 'barn' that is 
-24 2 
equal to 10 cm . Cross- section can be explained as the 
effective area of the target nucleus projected to the 
incoming particles. The cross - section is the measure of the 
probability of particles hitting the target nucleus and their 
effect afterwards. Suc'n cross-section is known as total 
cross-section. The total cross-section can further be 
2 
subdevided into partial cross-sections for each specific 
intersct-inn that follows the initial collision . 
In general, nuclear reaction mechanism has been 
explained on the basis of two theoretical approaches i.e. one 
[2] 
is compound reaction mechanism , the other is fast or 
[3,4] 
direct reaction mechanism . The compound reaction 
mechani?:m is likely to take place at relatively lower 
excitation energies. Compound nucleus was proposed by Bohr 
(1936) and assumed that the reaction proceeds in two steps 
(1) formation of the compound nucleus 
(2) the dissociation of the compound nucleus. 
In direct reaction mechanism it is assumed that the incoming 
projectile interacts with only a few nucleons of the target 
nucleus and, therefore, this process is likely to occur only 
at relatively higher excitations. At moderate excitation 
energies neither the compound reaction mechanism nor the 
direct reaction mechanism alone can explain the experimental 
[5-71 
data . This may be explained by referring to Fig.I.l in 
which typical energy spectrum of charged particles emitted in 
nuclear reactions at moderate excitation energies is shown. 
The broad peak towards the lower energy side can be ascribed 
to the compound nucleus mechanism, while the sharp isolated 
peaks towards the end of .higher energy tail represents the 
contribution from direct reaction mechanism. The smooth 
distribution of particles between broad initial peak and the 
sharp peak towards the end of spectrum cannot be explained 
either by compound reaction mechanism or direct reaction 
mechanism, this might bp due to reaction mechanism , which is 
if) 
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4 
intermediate process named as pre-equilibrium or pre-
[5.7] 
compound process . Both intution and recent experimental 
evidences indicate that pre-equilibrium emission of 
[5-1 n 
particles during thermodynamic equilibration of the 
compound system is quite likely. At moderate excitation 
energies it is reasonable to assume that the decay of the 
compound system is independent of its formation and depends 
onJy on the statistical properties of the system. 
The pre-equilibrium concept provides a 
bridge between compound nuclear reaction mechanism and direct 
[5-11] 
reaction mechanism . Various semi-classical models have 
been developed for treating the pre-equilibrium emission 
[13] 
VJ3.. In tranuclear cascade model (I.C.M) , Harp-Miller Berne 
[14] [15] [16] 
model (H.M.B) , Exciton model , Hybrid model and 
[17] 
Geometry dependent hybrid model . These models are based 
on some common hypothesis. Recently totally quantum 
mechanical models only for nucleon induced reactions have 
also been proposed. 
To test the validity of pre-equilibrium 
theories^ it is desirable to have data on excitation 
function, energy and angular distribution etc. The study of 
excitation functions has provided an important tool for 
[6,12 J 8-201 
investigating the reaction mechanism . Variable 
energy cyclotrons are well suited for providing incident beam 
for a wide energy range for the study. Alpha particle has 
been used as a nuclear probe foroC-induced reaction since a 
]ong time in nuclear physics. In comparison to nucleons ancxf-
5 
ipariicle oarvies larger angular momentum and hence hiigher 
spin shates of the compound system are populated incTC-induced 
reactions. The study of excitation functions for^  oC -induced 
]-eactions also give considerably information about nuclear 
r19-211 
structure effects . Though, excitation functions for 
[221 
oC-induced reactions are available for many target nucJei , 
but the.re are large differences in the reported values. In 
past the study of excitation functions for oC -induced 
reactions have been made on the basis of statistical 
equilibrium model. In the present experiment excitation 
93 
functions for (ijC . n ), (J^C J 2n ) <bC > 3n ) , (ipC>4n ) in Nb have been 
41 
measured in the energy range ^ 3 0 -60 MeV. Stacked foil 
technique has been used for these measurements. The stack of 
samples was irradiated at Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre 
(VECC), Calcutta,(India). The post irradiation measurements 
have been done using Ge(Li) detector in conjunction with 
multichannel analyzer. The measured excitation functions have 
been analysed to study the contribution of the pre-
equjlibrium and equilibrium parts of the reaction. The Hybrid 
(16) [15]_ 
model / Exciton model is used for pre-equilibrium 
[24] 
contribution, while the Weisskopf-Ewing model /Hauser 
[25] 
Feshbach models for compound or equilibrium calculations. 
[23] 
The computer code ALICE/LIVERMORE 82 
has been used for computation of theoretical excitation 
functions. This computer code is able to calculate the 
excitation functions with or without the inclusion of pre-
equilibrium emission of particles. 
6 
Details of experimental technique and 
measurements, quantum and semi-classical models and computer 
code are given in chapter II,III'and IV of the thesis 
respectively. In chapter V results of these measurements are 
discussed . 
7 
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CHAEIEK - II 
EXPERIMEHTAL TECHNIQUE M H MEASUREMENTS 
The cross-section is a parameter which represents the 
strengtti of nuclear reaction and measures the probability per 
nucleus of a given type of nuclear event. Cross-section is 
denoted by symbol " (TJi " . The cross-section for a given event 
can be written as 
Number of the events of the given type per unit 
time per nucleus. 
^ = 
Number of incident particles per unit area per 
unit time. 
... (II.1) 
2 
The order of the geometrical cross-section for a nucleus,TTR 
-24 2 
(R being the radius of the nucleus) is 10 cm . The cross-
section for a given nuclear reaction is expressed in units of 
-24 2 
3 0 cm , which is equal to 1 barn denoted by "b". A nuclear 
reaction can be written as 
X + a ---•> Y + b ... (II.2) 
Where a is the projectile that strikes the target 
nucleus X, Y is the residual nucleus and b is an outgoing 
particle. The above equation can be represented as X(a,b)Y. 
The measurement of cross-section can be done 
experimentally either by counting the emitted particles b or 
10 
the residual nucleus Y. Two methods are generally used for 
identifying outgoing particle b and/or residual nucleus Y. In 
IN-BEAM experiment, generally outgoing particles are recorded 
in particle telescope and residual nuclei are identified 
through their prompt gamma-rays. On the other hand , if 
the residual nuclei have measurable half liues^ they may be 
identified by following the radioactivity induced in the 
irradiated samples in an OFF-BEAM experiment. This is called 
activation analysis. 
[II.l] ACTIVATIQH TECHNIQUE M H FQRHULATIOH 
There are many possible methods for experimental 
measurement of cross-section. The activation analysis is one, 
which has proved of considerable importance due to its high 
selectivity, sensitivity, and simplicity. Cross-section for 
•sC-induced reaction may be determined by following the 
activities induced in a sample as a result of oO-bombardment. 
The activation technique has been proved itself as a 
sensitive tool in the field of applied sciences as well as in 
[1] 
nuclear research 
Activation analysis may be defined as a method 
for the measurement of concentrations of radioactive nuclei 
in a sample by identifying their characteristic radiations. 
After irradiation several activities are produced in a sample 
due to the different reaction products. Hence the cross-
section for more than one reaction can be measured in a 
single experiment by the activation technique. For the 
11 
activation measurement, proper choice of target material, 
projectile type and energy, time of irradiation and half 
lives of induced activities have considerable importance. 
When a sample is irradiated for a time t , 
1 
having N number of target nuclei by a beam of incident 
0 
particles of flux 0 , the decay rate of the induced activity 
[2] 
after a time t, from the stop of irradiation is given by , 
- >t - ?^ t 
(dN/dt) = 0^ 0N ( 1 - e 1) e ...(II.3) 
t o 
where err is the cross-section for the reaction producing the 
activity of decay constant ?^  . The factor (1- e 1) is 
called the saturation correction . The decay of activity in a 
small time dt can be written as 
-?\t -;\t 
dN =0^ 0N ( 1 -e 1) e dt. ...(II.4) 
0 
After time t of the stop of irradiation , the decay of 
2 
the induced activitiy is recorded for a finite period of time 
interval t (say). The total number of the nuclides (C) 
3 
decayed from time t to t + t will be given by taking the 
2 2 3 
integral of equation (II.4) between limits t to t + t 
2 2 3 
C = / d N =<7J^0N ( 1 - ex|>(-At,)) ext)^ t^) dt. 
Or C =<^^N [l-exp(-?\t )} [l-exp(->»t )]/?^e 2 
0 ^  1 3 
. . . (II.5) 
The induced activity can be recorded by a suitable 
12 
detector and hence the number of the nuclides (C), decayed in 
B given time t may be determined. If A is the total counts 
3 
of the induced activity recorded in the detector in time t . 
3 
C = A/(Ge) 0 K . . .(II.6) 
where K-correction for self absorption of the radiation in 
the sample. 
K = [1 -exp(-Md)] /Kd "-^ J ... ( II.7) 
where L^ is the Y^ 'i^ ay absorption coefficient for the 
material of sample and d being the thickness of the sample. 9 
branching ratio of characteristic radiation . G is geometry 
dependent efficiency of detection. 
Thus, the final expression for reaction cross-
section is 
A /\ exp ( ?^  t ) 
2 
(TT = 
(G6) 0 N 0 K [1 - exp ( -?^ t )] [1 - exp( -^t )] 
0 1 3 
. . .(II.8) 
(TTcan be calculated experimentally by the equation (II.8) . 
The factor AAexp(/St )/[l- exp(-'J\t )] is used to 
2 3 
represent the count rate of the induced activity just at the 
stop of irradiation denoted by C 
t=0 
so the or can be written as 
Cr^  = C / (G 6) N 0 Q K [1- exp (--;\t )] 
t=0 0 1 
.. . ( II.9 ) 
[II.2] MKASURKMENTS 13 
The excitation functions for the reactions 
93 96 93 95g 93 94g 
Nb( c<, ,n) Tc , Nb( oC ,2n) Tc, Nb( aC , 3n) Tc, 
93 93 
Nb(oC,4n) Tc have been measured experimentally in the 
excitation energy range ?ii 30 - 60 MeV using stacked foil 
technique with activation method. 
Spectroscopically pure Niobium foil of chemical 
purity better than 99.9% was used in preparing samples for 
93 
irradiation. Thin metallic foils of Nb were used as 
2 
samples. The samples of size 12x12 mm and of thickness 
2 
10.7125 mg/cm were cut from Niobium metallic foil. For 
immediate heat conduction samples were fixed individually on 
aluminium sheets having concentric holes of 10 mm diameter 
at their centres. 
For the measurement of excitation functions, the 
C4] 
stacked foil technique and spinning wheel technique are 
generally employed. Presently the measurement of excitation 
functions have been done using stacked foil technique. In the 
stacked foil technique , a stack of samples with appropriate 
energy degradors after each sample ,if necessary is 
irradiated. Thus, successive samples of the same stack get 
irradiated at decreasing incident energies. Irradiations were 
carried out using;:i:;60 MeV <;C-beam at the Variable Energy 
Cyclotron Centre 'Calcutta'. A stack of samples is shown in 
Fig.II.1 was made with energy degradors placed between each 
two samples. Alpha particle energy loss in the sample 
thickness and gold degradors was calculated using the 
14 
Niobium Foil Stack 
2 ^ E A M 
-58-32 Me\ 
i j 
til 1 lill 
11. i i n I ill 
1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 8 9 10 
SS Niobium Foil i 
Gold pegrddor 
Fig. I I . 1. Arrangement of Foils-
15 
[5] 
stopping power tables of Northcliffe and Schilling . To 
calculate the energy loss of the incident oC-particles in 
samples and degradors, graphs of the stopping powers of • 
Niobium and Gold as a function of the incident c?C-beam energy 
have been drawn and are shown in Fig.II.2. The product of 
the stopping power (-dE /dX) and the thickness (dX) of the 
foil gives the energy loss (dE) of the oC-particles beam of 
energy E^ . In the present experiment, the incident <?C-
partic]e energy on first foil was '^b8.3Z MeV and the 
thickness of the Niobium foils and Gold degradors were 
2 2 
10.7125mg/cm and 30.96 mg/cm respectively. The incident 
alpha particle energy loss in each foil and in each degrador 
as calculated from Fig.II.2 have been given in table.1. 
Straggling effect was not taken into account for the 
estimation of energy loss in sample thickness because of its 
[6] 
negligible small effect for <<.-particles . As such spread 
in incident energy on each foil has been taken equal to 
energy loss in a given foil . (/I -beam current of 200 nA has 
been used in the present experiment and the stack has been 
irradiated for 30 minutes, considering the half lives of 
various residual nuclei. The beam current fluctuations during 
the irradiations were vary small. The average incident o<!, -
particle flux has therefore, been calculated from total 
charge collected in the Faraday cup. The decay of the 
irradiated samples has been followed using high resolution 
Ge(Li) detector coupled to CANBERRA(88) multichannel 
analyser. 
16 
( _UJD / B U J / AnlAl^  A P . 
17 
TABLE - 11:1 
S-No. 
1. 1 
2. i 
3. 
4. i 
5 . i 
S- \ 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
Name of| 
Sample/ | 
degrador| 
Nb 1 
Au 
Nb 
Au 
Nb 
.^u ' 
Nb 
Au 
Nb 
Au 
Nb 
Au 
Nb 
Au 
Nb 
1 Au 
! Nb 
1 Au 
! Nb 
Incident oC- 1 
Particle Energy (MeV)| 
58.32 1 
57.55 1 
55.82 1 
55.01 1 
53.21 1 
5Z.36 ' 
50.50 
49.62 
47.70 
46.78 
44.77 
43.81 
41.70 
40.67 
38.50 
37.43 
! 35.14 
1 33.98 
1 31.50 
ENERGY LOSS = | 
Stopping Power x foil 1 
thick, or deg. thick.(tvi^ y)| 
0.073 X 10.7125= 0.78 | 
0.056 X 30.96 = 1.73 ! 
0.076 X 10.7125= 0.81 \ 
0.058 X 30.96 =1.80 1 
0.079 X 10.7125= 0.85 ', 
Q.oaQ K sQ.ae = i.ea •, 
0.082 X 10.7125 =0.88 ! 
0.062 X 30.96 =1.92 1 
0.086 X 10.7125 = 0.92 I 
0.065 X 30.96 = 2.01 | 
0.090 X 10.7125 = 0.96 1 
0.068 X 30.96 = 2.11 1 
0.096 X 10.7125 = 1.03 ! 
0.070 X 30.96 =2.17 | 
0.10 X 10.7125 = 1.07 ! 
0.074 X 30.96 =2.29 ' 
1 0.108 X 10.7125 =1.16 I 
1 0.080 X 30.96 =2.48 I 
1 0.118 X 10.7125 = 1.26 ! 
18 
SiNnOD 
19 
The energy calibration of the Y^rays spectrometer 
152 
hap been done using standard source Eu. A typica1 "Y-ray 
152 
spectra of standard source Eu is shown in Fig.II.3. The 
energy versus channel number calibration has been obtained by 
152 
straight line fitting of Ku peaks at 121.78, 244.69, 
344 27, 7HH.9, 1085.91, 1112.12. 1408.01 keV energies. In the 
nppntrum of irradiated samples, Y^ -rays of interest have been 
identified using this energy calibration. 
The detection efficiency (£) defined as the 
fraction of the HP-rays of energy E^ recorded by the detector 
for Y~i'sys of given energy . £ may be calculated using 
standard "Y^ T-^ y source . If N is the disintegration rate of 
0 
the standard Y'-ray source at the time of measurements, N 
an 
t-he absolute disintegration rate at the time of manufacture 
of Y^ -ray source and t the time lapse between the manufacture 
and the measurements and 0 be the absolute intensity of the 
Y^rays, then the detection efficiency for the Y-ray of 
absolute intensity 6 may be given by 
6 = N / N e 0 G ... (11.10) 
0 aO 
Where, G is the geometry factor for counting . In the 
present measurements, the irradiated samples and standard 
Y-r'fiy source were counted in identical geometry. Thereforej 
152 
Geometry dependent efficiency (G€) using standard Eu 
source of half life 13.1 years has been caiculated by ^V^c 
following expression 
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In the present experiment detection geometry for both the 
152 
standard Eu source and irradiated Niobium sample was kept 
fixed at source detector distance of 11.40 cm. At this 
distance the dead time of counting for irradiated samples 
was always less than 10% . 
The spectroscopic data for the various prominent 
152 
gamma rays of the Eu gamma source are given in 
[7] 
tah]e.[21 . Gamma rays marked "*" have been used for the 
efficiency calibration at different gamma ray energies. The 
efficiency curve obtained for Ge(Li) detector is shown in 
Fig.II.4. The size of the circle includes the errors in 
efficiency. 
A]l the irradiated samples of the stack were 
counted individually using the same spectrometer for a 
period of 500 seconds each. The different samples of the same 
stack were irradiated at different pre-decided incident 
energies. The recorded gamma spectrum of each sample was 
analyzed to identify the various photopeaks of interest 
arising from the decay of the residual nucleus. Decay schemes 
96 95 94 93 
of residual nucleus To, Tc, Tc, Tc are shown in 
Fig.TI.5 and II.6 respectively. For a given reaction the 
intensities of photopeaks were found to vary from sample to 
sample showing the regular variation of reaction cross-
section as a function of bombarding energy. Typical gamma ray 
93 
spectrum of Nb sample is shown in Fig.II.7. 
41 
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TABLE -[23 
Prominent gamma-ray energies and their absolute intensities 
for the standard 't^ - ray source 152Eu. 
T- ray 
energy 
(keV) 
121.78 *" 
244.69* 
344.27* 
367.79 
411.11 
586.29 
688.68 
788.9 * 
810.46 
841.59 
Absolute 
intensity 
( % ) 
30.68 
7.72 
27.2 
0.86 
2.25 
0.47 
0.85 
12.72 
0.32 
0.16 
nf- ray 
energy 
( fceV ) 
867.39 
919.40 
1005.28 
1085.91*^ 
1089.7 
1112.12 *" 
1212.12 
1299.12 
1408.01* 
1457.63 
Absolute 
intensity 
( % ) 
4.1 
0.4 
0.64 
10.1 
1.68 
13.4 
1.43 
1.6 
21.97 
0.52 
26 
In some cases the same residual nucleus 
decay by emitting gamma ray of more than one energy. In such 
oases reaction cross-section has been calculated from the 
intensity of each gamma ray and the final experimental value 
nf the cross-section is taken as their mean. Details of the 
93 
cross-section measurements Nb ( (TC , xn), where fx= 1,2,3,41 
41 
are given in table .[3]. 
[II.3] EMQBS. 
Experimental measurement is not possible without 
errors. The realiablity of the experiment depends on the 
proper estimation of errors. In the present measuremant 
errors in cross-section values may creep in due to 
inaccurate weighing , chemical impurities of speciman, imn-
uniform sample thickness, inaccurate detection efficiency, 
varialion in incident flux, uncertainties in spectroscopic 
data and statistical errors of counting. 
Inaccurate weighing and chemical impurities in 
samples can introduce errors in the estimation of number of 
target nuclei . The weighing of the samples has been done by 
electronic micro-balance, so the errors in the weighing of 
the sample is 0.0065% , which is negligibly small and can be 
neglected. The errors on this account in the estimation of 
I h(- target nuclei have bef>n estimated to bo of 0.0184 % and 
has been neglected. The errors due to chemical impurities can 
also IJP uegli-cted hecau^:e spoctroscop i ro I ] y pure Hubstiinr-es 
of chemical purity better than 99.9% have been used in making 
27 
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samples. Thus , the over all errors , wliioh may be due to 
inaccurate weighing and chemical impurities of the samples 
are expected to be much less than 0.1 % . 
inaccurate determination of the detection efficiency 
may also introduce errors in the measured value of the cross-
section. The errors may have contributions from uncertainties 
in spectroscopic data for standard gamma ray source , the 
statistical error of counting and the difference in the 
dimensions of standard Y"^ '^ "'^ *^ ® ^ "^ irradiated samples. The 
152 
spectroscopic data for the standard source ( Eu) have been 
[7] 
taken from the table of isotopes . Hence the errors in the 
estimation of detection efficiency due to these factors can 
be taken as negligibly small. The statistical errors have 
152 
been minimized by accumulating the counts from Eu source 
for a period of 2000 seconds. As an example for 121.78 keV 
"^ray errors in efficiency due to statistics of counting have 
been calculated to be less than 0.3% . However, for higher 
energy Y-rays these errors are slightly higher but never 
exceeding more than 1.2% . 
Reproduction of geometry for the measurement of 
samples and standard gamma source is essential. Due to 
different dimensions of standard T-ray source and that of 
irradiated samples introduce constant errors in our 
measurement. This has been estimated as follows. 
The solid angle by point source (-^i)= 0.132 steradian 
And, solid angle formed by sample of finite size 
(-^•2)= 0.1048 steradian 
ratio of _Q., and -0.2.= 0.132/0.1048 = 1.259 
35 
Measured cross-section values have been multiplied by this 
ratio to take care of geometry reproduction factor. 
Average incident flux has been calculated from the 
charge collected in the faraday cup. The fluctuations in beam 
current were very small (less than 2%). As a result the flux 
12 12 
varied between 1.22 X 10 to 1.173 X 10 
2 
oC-particles/sec/cm . 
Errors in the measured cross-section values are 
also introduced because of the statistical nature of the 
radioactive decay. A large number of total counts have been 
accumulated to minimize the statistical errors varied from 
case to case depending on the observed total counts. 
The over all errors quoted in the measured 
values of the reaction cross sections/are due to cumoulative 
effect of statistical errors, uncertainty in flux and solid 
angle correction. 
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CHAPTER-III 
NUCLEAR REACTION MODELS 
At moderate energy, nuclear reactions can take 
|)lacp in three stages 
[1] when incident particle interacts with target nucleus then 
there are two options , either the particle is scattered or 
absorbed by the target nucleus. 
[2] the absorption of the incident particle by the target 
nucleus leads to the compound system, in which the incident 
particle may exchange its energy and momentum in collisions 
with the nucleons of the target. 
[;33 the compound nucleus breaks into the residual nucleus and 
outgoing particles. 
The details of the nuclear rection is illustrated 
CI] 
in Fig.III.1 . First part of the Fig.III.1 represents the 
first stage, where the incident particle is shown under the 
influence of target nucleus. At this stage shape-elastic or 
absorption process may be possible. In second part , where 
the thermodynamic equilibrium may be estabilised between all 
the constituents of compound system by the exchange of energy 
and momentum between incident particle and target nucleons. 
This part is known as intermediate stage of the nuclear 
reaction. In the last part of Fig.III.1 the compound nucleus 
decays by de-excitation of gamma and/or particle emission. 
•D 
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In 1936 Bohr gave the idea of compound 
reaction mechanism to define the intermediate stage of the 
nuclear reaction. In compound reaction mechanism , it is not 
necessary that the incident particle immediately coalesce 
with the target nucleus forming the compound nucleus. But 
many collisions are possible before state of equilibrium is 
reached. There is finite probability at each collision that a 
particle be emitted. The emission of particles during the 
equilibration is known as pre-compound particles, and the 
[3-8] 
proces's has been named as pre-compound process . This 
process has been proved as a bridge between direct reaction 
mechanism and compound reaction mechanism. 
[III.l] STATISTICflL MODEL 
[2] 
According to Bohr when an incident particle 
strikes the target nucleus, then a compound nucleus is 
formed. The disintegration mode of the compound system is 
independent of its formation . The disintegration of compound 
nucleus takes place only when sufficient amount of energy 
has been concentrated on one or a group of particles. At 
moderate excitation energies the decay of the compound 
nucleus may be described by early evaporation theory or 
[9] 
Weisskopf-Ewing model 
The Weisskopf-Ewing statistical model gives the 
following relation for the average reaction cross-section . 
*^t<. = ^<^otr^(P CG /G] ...(III.l) 
40 
where the symbol J and k denote the incident and outgoing 
partic les .()^ j^ (i.) represent the cross-section for the formation 
of the compound nucleus which can be calculated by using the 
transmission coefficients for the partial waves. The second 
factor called the branching ratio, may be calculated on the 
basis of the level density . Generally the level density for 
a nucleus can be given as 
2E/e 
W(E)= C e ... (III.2) 
Here, C is a constant for a given nucleus , E is the 
excitation energy and 0 is the nuclear temperature. 
There are two major defect in the Weisskopf-Ewing 
model. One is, no consideration of conservation of total 
angular momentum and parity in the cross-section formulae. 
The second major defect of the this theory concerns its use 
of compound- nucleus cross-section which do not exhibit the 
giant resonances, which are one of the important features of 
interaction between nucleon and nucleus. Weisskopf-Ewing 
model has been significantly improved by Hauser-Feshbach. In 
[10] 
Hauser-Feshbach model ,the parity conservation and 
angular momentum conservation are taken into account , while 
the optical model formulations have been used for 
calculating the absorption cross-section. The average cross-
section for the reaction l^(j,k)L can be given as• 
2 
TT -K /(2M E^) 
' ( 2 j ^ + i ) ( 2 j : + i ) j f r 
41 
>^T"(J ,1,5) X V T ^ C J ,I' ,S')/ T (J ) 
tot 
-411.3) 
where AJL and ")) represent the energy states of the 
target nucleus (I) and residual nucleus (L). M is the 
reduced mass and E is the energy of compound system (I^ +j) 
in centre of mass frame . J and "J are the spins of the 
I J 
nucleus I in state M. and particle j, J and fl. represents the 
spin and parity of a resonance state in compound nucleus. T 
^ S) ^ ' . ^ 
(J ,l,s) and T ( J ,l,s') are transmission functionsfor the 
( I^ + j) and (l^  +k ) systems respectively. T ( J ) being 
tot. 
the sum of the transmission functions for all channels. 
But at the time of experiment , the target is 
generally in its ground state , so M^is zero. Total cross-
section a^^.v.raged =v.r all energy states .an be given as 
T.C.")=I/^ ^^"^ '^'>'^  
c m . 2 ] PRE-EQUILIBRIUM MODELS 
The equilibration process in nucleus at excitation of 
few tens of MeV may be a complex process because of the 
possibilities of multiple collisions and collective 
excitations. Many theoretical models have been proposed to 
understand the emission of particles in nuclear reactions 
before the thermal equilibrium. Recently, many semi-classical 
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[11] 
and quantum-mechanical theories have been developed to 
explain the pre-equi1ibrium reaction mechanism. Some of the 
semi-classical models are given below. 
[A]Semi-classical Model 
[1] Intranuclear Cascade Model [I.CM] 
[2] Harp-Miller and Berne Model [H.M.B] 
[3] Exciton Model 
[4] Hybrid Model and Geometry Dependent Hybrid Model 
[B.D.H] 
[1] INTRftNUCLEftR CflSCftDE MODEL 
C12] 
The I.CM was first proposed by Serber 
[13-18] 
and modified by other workers for explaining various 
experimental data. The cascade model is the earliest model, 
which has been applied for the process of equilibration in 
[12,14-16] 
nuclear reaction 
[12] 
A crude diagrammatic representation of I.C model 
has been shown in Fig.I I 1.2. Here successive two body 
interactions have been taken in three dimensional geometry. 
At the tame of calculations, the trajectories of the nucleons 
are followed one at a time until an arbitrary energy above 
the equilibrium value has been attained by the nucleon, while 
the time evolution of the reaction can be taken from such an 
approach. Cascade model is only model, which gives some 
idea about the angular distribution of emitted particles. But 
in medium energy range it does not predict them very 
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("19 1 
we 1 1 . 
However, in practice, it is difficult to use this 
model as the number of coupled differential equations 
describing the collision process within the nucleus become 
much involved. As a result this model has been successfully 
used in very few cases and that too at relatively higher 
energles. 
[?1 HARP-MILLER AND BERNE MODEL 
[20] 
In this model the nuclear reaction at high 
energies has been assumed to proceed in two steps 
Li] In the first step, called as fast step, the incident 
particle developes a cascade in the target nucleus through a 
series of binary nucleon-nucleon collision in which some 
particles escape. It is considered that only a few degrees of 
freedom in the target nucleus are excited. This step is 
usually denoted as the direct component of the reactions. 
[2] In the second or slow step, the residual excited nucleus 
de-excites through the emission of nucleons, clusters of 
nucleons or j-rays. It is assumed that many degrees of 
freedom of the residual nucleus are excited, the residual 
nucleus is assumed to be in statistical equilibrium. 
C21] 
The basic idea of the H.M.B model have been 
given in Fig.III.3. In this figure reaction starts at time 
T . The total excitations have been devided in energy bins of 
0 
1 MeV each. The number of available single particle levels in 
each bin have been computed using Fermi gas distribution and 
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stored. The fractional occupation of each bin is fallowed as 
a function of time. For a given incident nucleon, the rate of 
allowed transitions with all nucleons in the nucleus and also 
the rate- of emission of the excited particles in the 
continuum have been computed. Thie n-n scattering has been 
used for calculating the two body transition rates. The 
inverse cross-section and the free particle phase space 
factors have been used to compute transmission rates in the 
continuum. The state of equilibrium is assumed to reach when 
the fractional occupation of each bin is equalized. The 
solution of equilibration problem in this model is achieved 
by the computer solution of a set of differential equations. 
Recently Harp and Miller have also extended this treatment to 
[22] 
a Fermi gas 
C3] EXCITON MODEL 
[23] 
The exciton model was proposed by Griffin and 
[24-31] 
later modified by many worjcers , to explain various 
experimental nuclear reaction data. The physical concept of 
exciton model is illustrated in Fig.III.4. As shown in figure 
incident nucleon enters . the nuclear potential where all 
the fermions are in their ground state . It is assumed that 
two-body interaction occurs. The first interaction gives 2plh 
(2 particle,ihole) state.The successive two body interactions 
could lead either to 3p2h state , back to the original 
configuration or to a different 2plh state. It is assumed 
that the transition rates are proportional to the density of 
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Fig.III .^ Pictorial representation ot exciton model . 
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r\rrr>-^r_^T\)]n f i n ^ l ? i a i e s . The i n l t i r - j ] i n L p r ^ ' l i n n ' - , h a v e f e w p r 
III ifiil w I I ) ( 11 11 I 1 I I < " , and I in 1 I " . . I I H ' I n . • I i (i M i ' , i t i ns n ( 
11! I ' t (lu '11 ,^  t c s i a t PS Bre p r o p o r 1 i o i i r i I I n t MR exr. i t o n 
c pror h 1 r-I n- hfD 1 e ) numl . ie r . Hence t h e r^yBtem qn'^s [H ednm i nan t e I y 
i n ! hn ci i r e c 1 i rm o f equ i 1 i b r turn . By c a l c u l a t i n g f r a c t i o n o f 
f v i r f ic 1 nf, i n a n J v e n e>;c i t a n number a b o v e t h e f - e rm i e n e r g y (E 
1 H, r- i •=, 1 h " c h a n n e l erir . ' rr jy o f t h e f i a r t j c l e , R i s t h e 
pat t 1 f I f^  h i i u i I '>n nn^.u riy 1 , oi m ' i i i r "i 1 < u 1 a f-n t he f e l a t vve 
[)' nh 1!' 1 I I I / '-) ( mil 1 f^^ 1 oi 1 ci I a pa i t i i ] '^  f i mn ,i •, f r-i I n o f g i v e n 
r-i ;i l i n n i i i inih'-^r. (Ill t h e r p l a t i v f ^ h,T; i , t h e I t i l a l ' - p e c t r u m o f 
pa I I I r I ' >' em i 1 I eel p i i rjr 1 o egi i i 1 i br a 1 i nn iiiav' hn i ,i ] r i j i ^ t e d by 
^.iimiiM lu i up a l l t h e c o n t r i bu 11 cms f r o m e a c h ' , f a f n . F x r i t c T i i 
I 19 1 
l e v e l d e n s . i t i e s p ' s y -sn i m p o r t a n t r c i l e in e y r i t o n m o d e l . 
S i n g l e p a r t i c l e l e v e l d e n s i t i e s , a s s u m i n g t f i e n u c l e u s l o he 
a d e r j e n e r a t e f e r m i q a s w i t h e q u i d i s t a n t l e v e l s ai r> g e n e r a l l y 
u s e d fnr t h e s e c a l c u l a t i o n s . W i l l i a m s q a v e t t i e f o l l o w i n g 
e x ( T r e s s i f j n f o r f he p a r t i c l e f i o l e s t a t e d e n s i t y i n t h e u n i f o r m 
1:321 
spac i .ng , mode l 
rC^)= U [qf-- - A ( p , h ) ] / p'.h' ( n - D ! . . . ( I I 1.5) 
H e r e A ( p , h ) - •— (p^-f b'^ ) + -^ ( p - h ) - ( 1 /2 ) h 
and n = p -t f i 
H e r e p r o b a b i l i t y o f d e c a y f r o m n - e x c i t o n s t a t e i s g i v e n 
[ 1 9 1 
pu(e) fie - ( 7 s + n \Fr\(S>,^^^ f^^CH)l -0.4 T T P dp/ \^ Tnr "^  
... c i " 0 
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Where ' ^^ i s t h e mean l i f e t ime of n - e x c i t o n s t a t e . The 
t o t a l i l fcay p r t i b a b i l i t y i s o b t a i n e d a s 
d€ P (E) rie - ^ Pn (E) 
^'^=*2. 2 3 S~ , n - 2 
= CZS +])em<r-/ n -fi g E> (U/ E) P ( n - ] ) T 
^ — 1 
. . . ( I I I . 7 ) 
dfi 
n 
The mean life time T may be evaluated on a relative basis 
[291 n 
as follows 
T^hh"" ^^t^^ = 2 TT/ ^  IMI /^.CE) ... (III.8) 
Where |M| is the matrix element for the residual two-body 
interaction. /^ f the transition rate from an initial exciton 
state (n) to a final state (n ) . 
The matrix element |M | for residual two body 
interaction is not well known. At low excitation energies 
it is reasonable to assume energy independent matrix 
[28] 
element , while at higher excitation, energy dependent 
[26] 
matrix elements are used. Kalbach- Cline gave the 
following expression for the energy dependence of the matrix 
element. 
2 -3 -1 |M| = FM.A E ... (III.9) 
Where A is the mass number and E the excitation 
energy of the compound system . FM (MeV ) is treated as an 
3 
adjustable parameter and values ranging from 95 to 7000 MeV 
[33] 
nrr rpporipfi for it in literature ^M 
I 4 1 HYBRIH MX2JIEL AHU GEOMETRY DEPEHDENT HYBRID MODEL 
Blann proposed the Hybrid model[34] 
which maintain the simplicity and physical transparency of 
[17] 
the ftxcntnn model , while the differential cross-section 
[21] 
can be calculated such as in HMB model . The continuum 
decay rates are calculated from the particle state densities 
in exciton model as well as in Hybrid model. The mean free 
path of nucleons is calculated from free n-n scattering 
[20] 
cross-section . If the calculated values of mean free path 
are devided by particle velocity, we get the intranuclear 
transition rates . The pre-equilibrium decay probability in 
[6] 
hybrid model is given as 
v->=no 
n 
= ^ hP>.COcl€ 
The expression in the first set of brackets 
represents the particle state densities to give the number of 
particles of type X, in an n-exciton state , that are in 
virtual level with energy between E and E+dE in the 
continuum. The expression in second bracket gives the ratio 
of decay rates into continuum to the total decay rates . D 
n 
represents the population surviving particle emission from 
simpler state. 
The Hybrid model has been modified 
[20,35] 
in 
51 
to iriolnde the effects of nuclear density distribution in the 
(:>re equilibrium amission. This can be done by developing a 
f?eometrio dependence of the impact parameter of the incident 
partial waves . This modifed model has been named as Geometry 
dependent hybrid model . The hybrid model has been 
C73 
reformula l"ed as a sum of contributions over impact parameter > 
(T^CS^dJi^ T^ ^ \ (^1+1) T P (€) dg ... (III. 11) 
Where T are the optical model transmission coefficients for 
1 
the projectile and P is the pre-equilibrium probability 
X 
calculated as a function of nuclear density. Nuclear density 
[36] 
is given by the Fermi distributions 
_ -1 
d(R) = d [exp (R-C) / Z+1 ] ... (III.12) 
where d(R) is the nuclear density at radius R with d as 
the central nuclear density 
1/3 
C = 1.07 A fm and Z = 0.55 fm. 
The pre-equilibrium decay is affected by the nuclear 
density distribution in two ways 
[1] the mean free path for intranucler transitions will be 
in diffuse edge, 
[2] the fermi energy will be lower in the diffused region. 
The transition rates and the fermi energy have been 
given as 
2/3 
E (R) = E [ <d(R)> / "d ] ... (III.13) 
f f 
where K is the fermi energy at central density and <d(R)> 
f 
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represents the average density for the impact parameter. The 
single particle level density can be given as 
g^CR) = [ E / E (R) ] (A /28) ...(III.14) 
f f 
here A is mass number of the excited nucleus , E (R) is 
f 
fermi energy at R. 
[B] TM. QUANTUM MECHANICAL THEORY 
The quantum mechanical theory is similar in 
some aspects to exciton model. In this theory it is assumed 
that the projectile enters the nucleus and collides with a 
nucleon, producing two- particle one-hole excitation and 
secondary particle can themselves interact, producing three-
particle two-hole excitation etc. At each stage it is 
probable that a reaction proceeds to the next stage, returns 
to previous stage or goes to continuum, the latter 
possibility gives informations about pre-equilibrium 
[7,37] 
emission 
[l]!Ui£ multistep compound theory 
In the multistep compound theory chaining 
hypothesis is made to make the computation practicable. As in 
exciton model , it is assumed that transitions within a chain 
of excitations can only be made one step at a time. The stage 
number N is related to the exciton number n by n = 2N + 1. 
With the increase in particle hole pairs, level density also 
increases and since the probability of a transition is 
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proportional to level density in the finaJ state, the 
renotinn predominently goes towards the hip^ her excitun 
nnmber Tn make the calculation easy, it has been assumed 
^hat the probability of internal transitions is negligible 
Thns the crosss-section for the pre-equilibrium emission is 
given as the product of three factor vi2. the cross-section 
for the formation of composite systemCo^Y the probability of 
pre-equilibrlum emission from the N stage summed over all 
th 
stages {P) and the probability of reaching the N stage 
th 
(P ). The cross-section for the formation of the composite 
N 
nucleus ( <7^  ) is given as 
2 _, 
(Tl = n i \ 2_ (2J +1) T ... (III.15) 
7 J 
The probability of emission of a particle into the 
continuum from the N stage (P) is given by the sum of 
th 
probabilities of all possible emission processes devided by 
the total width INJT • The probabilities of all possible 
emission processes are proportional to the sum of all 
products of emission width I/^ T (f) and the level densitiesl^ fUjof 
the final states in stage'^at excitation energy (U). Thus the 
required probability (P) 
The probability of reaching the N stage without 
th 
pre-equilibrium emission (P ) may be given by the product of 
n 
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the prnbahilities of surviving the m*th stage 
p - ff <_GlI^ ...(IU.17) 
'N — I I / p \ 
where y \rr,j\ ^^ ^^e total width, which is equal to sura of tho 
total escape width/fjiyjAand damping width / rtTCT')> ' referring 
to emission and internal transitions respectively. 
< r ,^> ^  < a > + < ri,> ... cm. 18) 
collecting the above factors, the double differential 
cross-section for pre-equilibrium emission can be given by 
the following expression using the random phase 
approximatinn 
... era.19) 
where 
Integrating over all angles 
A' 
...cm .20) 
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Above expression has been derived from time independent 
theory in the Fitronft oouplijiFf limit. Tn this expression it 
has bee?i assumed that the target spin is zero and the 
nuoleons are spinless fermions. All the factors in I.he above 
expression are calculated quantum mechanically or, as in the 
case of level density function , obtained from the known 
systematic properties of the nucleus. The level density is 
generally calculated using Ericson*s expression based on 
equidistant spacing model, with an additional factor giving 
the spin distribution 
e;cE)=fNCE)s^- ^"^^^^^ 7 
n-1 
where n = 2N + 1 and P(CE)= g(gE) / P! h! (n-1)! 
where g is the single particle state density and P,h the 
numbers of particles and holes (n =P + h). The spin dependent 
n 
factor S is given by 
J 
n ^ 1/2 3 / 2 . 2 ^ 
S =(2J +1)/ t t n (Texp [ - ( J +1/2) / n<r ] . . . ( I I I . 2 1 ) 
J 
1-
where (T is the spin cutoff parameter related to the nuclear 
temperature f by the following expression 
^. 5/3 -1 
< 7 ~ = 2 C f , C « A /90 (MeV) 
2 
and E = a'7i-T ,a = TT g/6 
At each stage the emission into the continuum can 
take place in three ways , corresponding to changes in the 
stage number V= N to N ±1. Width for each transitions may be 
5fi 
given as a product of three factors, the first depending on 
the level densities , the second on angular momentum coupling 
and third on the wave functions of the interacting particles. 
< r" O.I) f (II)>= X (U) .A (U). e (U) 
NJ ^ NJ N N 
... (III.22) 
Similarly the damping width <^  C'*/ may also be expressed as 
the product of three factors, but in this case one will have 
to use 9(U), the wave functions for bound states only. 
With the onset of the reaction , the emission 
probability falls from one stage to the next stage and the 
rate of increase of the level density decreases. Ultimately 
the whole nucleus is excited and the reaction enters the 
stage of statistical emission from the excited compound 
i nucleus . So, it is necessary to classify the pre-equilibrium 
and equilibrium nucleus stages for calculations. FKK have 
arbitrarily assumed that the equilibrium emission starts from 
the r stage , which is defined as the last stage having the 
th 
level density less than or equal to ten times the level 
liensity for the (r-1) stage. So the probability that the 
th 
nucleus reaches the r -stage without particle emission is 
th 
given by 
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using Hauser-Feshbach formula multiplied by P , the cross-
r 
section for the emission of particle from this state may be 
calculated. All these calculations are valid for one particle 
emission. But in principle this formulae can be extended to 
findout the cross-section for multiparticle emission also. 
Multistep compound theory is useful in reactions at lower. 
incident energies on the lighter target nuclei. 
C ii] The multistep direct theory 
Multistep direct theory is more relevant for 
the calculation of reaction cross-section at higher energies, 
where there is always at least one particle in the continuum. 
It is more useful to consider the reaction taking place in a 
number of stages. The total emission cross-section is given 
as the sum of emission from all stages. 
2 2 2 
d g— d cr- d<r" 
= + ...(III. 24) 
di2.d£ d_flde d de 
onestep multistep 
The cross-section for a transition from (N-i)-th to N-th 
stage is given by 
2 
d W ( k , k ) 
N,N-i N N-1 
W = ...(I I 1.25) 
N,N-1 dJI d£ 
where k^ is the particle momentum at the N-th stage. 
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Assuming that the retrograde processes are negligible, 
then the total multistep cross-section can be given as 
S = y s = y " 5 ' w W W S 
multistep ^ N TT ^^(7-1 ^ N N , N-1 21 1 
. . . .(III.26) 
Integrating over all angles and momenta, the full expression 
for the multistep cross-section is 
% . . . . I., , — — ^ I I.I i " — •' - I — » • > ' ' • - — • — • - I — • I • I - . . I . 1 1 . •• 
The transition matrix element is given by the expression 
ct-^Nci-^N .,.(111.28) 
Where Pi k ) = mk /[;( 2 TT) h ] is the 
N 
density of particle states in continuum, f (U) is the level 
density of the residual nucleus at excitation energy 'U' 
and V, (k,., k „ , ) is the matrix element describing the 
transition from a state (N-1) to a state N when the particle 
in the continuum changes its momentum from k to k,g..This 
matrix element is given by the distorted wave Born-
approximation expression as 
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Vf^t,^-)=jxf<'^f'^c'^)^^'>K' dr .(III .29) 
where V(r)is the effective interection for the transition, 
VJ'''and V.^ the inooming and outgoing distorted waves,'^ V.' and 
V. are the initial and final states. 
Similarly the averaged single-step cross-section 
(III.30) 
may be written 
cLU d-f^svwglasTel* L. 
where the suffix 2 indicates the stage of the residual 
nucleus after the first interaction. Oyer all the multistep 
direct theory has given a good fitting to the experimental 
data showing the contributions of each step in the chain of 
interactions to the measured cross-section. Theoretical data 
obtained by multistep direct theory is not in good agreement 
for lower incident energies and this was attributed to 
multistep compound emission. 
At present, however, it has not been possible to 
DO treat multiparticle emission in the quantistic approach as 
yet and therefore, measured excitation functions have been 
calculated theoretically with and without the inclusion of 
pre-equilibrium emission using semi-classical models. 
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CHAPTER-IV 
COMPUTER QQDR 
Various computer codes Viz. ALTCE/LIVERMORE 
[1] [2] 
82 , ACT etc. have been developed for theoretical 
calculations. Presently the computer code ALICE/LIVERMORE 82 
has been used for theoretical calculation of excitation 
functions. This code is capable of doing calculation with 
and without the inclusion of pre-equilibrium emission of 
particles. 
ALICE/LIVERMORE 82 computer code was developed 
by Blann and Bisplinghoff on the lines of earlier codes 
[31 [4] 
ALICE and OVER-LAID ALICE . In this code Weisskopf-
[5] 
Ewing evaporation model has been used for equilibrium 
part of analysis while pre-equilibrium emission has been 
[6] 
considered within the framework of Hybrid model / Geometry 
[7] 
dependent hybrid model 
The Weisskopf-Ewing model does not take care 
of conservation of angular momentum explicitly, hence the use 
of Weisskopf-Ewing formalism has made handling of code 
easier, and has considerably reduced computer core space and 
running time requirements. However, the angular momentum 
effects can be included in the code by using S-wave 
[8,9] 
approximation , where it is assumed that the spin 
distribution of the original system holds for all residual 
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nuclei. The types of particles, which are considered in exit 
channel of code may be either neutron; neutron and proton; 
neutron,proton and alpha; or neutron, proton,alpha and 
deutron. This code is valid for excitation energies of the 
compound nucleus up to 200 MeV. As presently dimensioned in a 
grid of 11 mass units wide by 9 atomic numbers deep, logical 
flow of the code is shown in Fig.IV,1. A compound nucleus at 
some excitation energy E with some cross-section c~~ is formed 
as a result of absorption of incident particle into the 
target nucleus. Weisskopf-fiwing calculations are then 
performed by evaporating a neutron, proton , alpha or deutron 
and population of residual nucleus is stored in proper bin. 
The evaporation cascade is computed with a bin width of 1 
MeV. The control then moves over to (A-1) bin, the bin 
following the neutron emission. In this way it can go upto 11 
mass units. Next it drops down in Z to the nucleus A,Z-1 and 
calculations are repeated. 
The inverse reaction cross-sections as used in 
present programme may either be read from cards or may be 
computed by an optical model subroutine as default option. 
The transmission coefficients for entrance and exit channels 
have been generated in the code from two different 
subroutines. The transmission coefficients for the projectile 
mass >/?. has been calculated by parabolic model of 
[10] 
Thomas . , while the calculation of transmission 
coefficients for the particle n, P and d have been done by 
[11] 
using optical model parameter given in table 1. 
There is also a provision for calculation of pre-equilibrium 
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TABLE -[1] 
Optical BiM&L parameter usssL ill COds 
Parameter Neutron proton 
Real potential 
V (MeV) 
Imaginary Potential 
W (MeV) 
Form of W 
Spin orbit 
potential ( MeV) 
RADIUS 
R (fm) 
V 
R (fm) 
w 
so 
48 Woods- saxon 
9.0 
Pure surface 
7.0 
60 
5.0 
pure volume 
7.5 
R 
-4 -6 2 1/3 
:( 1.322-7.6x 10 A +4x10 A 1.21 A 
-9 3 1/3 
- 8x 10 A ) A 
-4 -6 2 1/3 
(1.28-3.7x10 A + 2.10 A 1.55 A 
-9 3 1/3 
- 4x10 A ) A 
1/3 
R 1.25 A 
w 
1/3 1/3 
1.25 A 1.25 A 
Coulomb 
DIFFUSIVITY, 
a (fm) 
V 
a (fm) 
W 
a (fm) 
so 
0.66 
0.48 
0.48 
0.6 
0.5 
0.51 
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emission of particle via Hybrid model/ Geometry dependent 
hybrid model. The input data require initial exciton number 
and the breakup of initial particle number into initial 
neutrnn number and initial proton number. The mean free patli 
for intranuclear transition rates has been calculated within 
the code either from imaginary optical potential using 
[121 
parameters of Bacchetti and Greenless or from Pauli 
[13] 
corrected N-N scattering cross-section . In case of two 
body interactions there is some discrepancy between 
calculated mean free path and actual mean free path. COST is 
an adjustable parameter in code which is,used for matching of 
the experimental and theoretical excitation functions. 
[3,4] 
The earlier version of the code was useful 
for pre-equilibrium emission of one particle only (neutron or 
proton). Which is likely at lower excitation energies. The 
[1] 
modified version of this code may be used for 
multiparticle emission in pre-equilibrium decay above 55 MeV. 
The single particle level density for neutron (g ) and proton 
[14] n 
(g ) are calculated as 
P 
^ f^4B.n+C 
,„ = -20- [ ] •••(IV.l) 
£f+Bn+E 
gp _- .^ .^ .-[ ] ...<IV.2) 
The level densities of the nuclides play an 
[5] 
important role in statistical nuclear reactions . In this 
G8 
(141 
cnrio fnllowin.F^  Formi R"?ir4 level density formula has heon 
nsed 
_S/4 
/^  (II) = C U - g ) exp r 2j~l(U -S)] ...(TV.3) 
Here, 
U-excitation energy of the residual nucleus and g is tli'-^  
pairin,g term taken zero for even-even nuclides, - S f^-'J' '^fl'l 
even nuclides and -2$ for odd-odd nuclides following the 
[15] ^ , 
assumption of Back-shifted formulation . a the level 
density parameter is taken equal to A/PLD. PLD is the number 
which may be read as input data or taken 9 by default option. 
A being the mass number of the compound system. 
The differential eross-seetion rormnLa fnr 
emitting a particle at channel energy Q on the liasis of 
equilibrium decay model given by Weisskopf-Ewing can be 
[16] 
written as , 
...(1^.4-) 
where •^  denotes the reduced de-Broglie wavelength of the 
incident ion , T is the transmission coefficient for the 
1 parlial wave of the incident ion, r(K>^l) i^ fhe spin 
th 
dependent level density for the residual nucleus , D is the 
integral of the numerator over all particles and emission 
energies. T and J are the angular momentum of the emit-ting 
and residual nucleus. 
For s impl i f i ca t ion , the level densi tyy^(E,J) is 
69 
replaced by p (E,I) in equation (IV-4) To get 
(iv .s 
Va^ />; 1=0 
The above approximation is generally known as S-wave 
approximation. Tt has not been assumed that the emitted 
particles consist of only S-waves because the inverse 
reaction cross-section used is for all values of the orbital 
angular momentum of the emitted particles. 
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CHAPTER-V 
BESIILI^ M a DISCUSSION 
The measured activation cross-sections for the 
93 96 93 gf)g 93 
reac-tinns Nb (oC,n) Tc ,Nb ( oC ,2n)Tc , Nb <«<: 
94g 93 93 
,3n)Tc , Nb (oC:,4n)Tc in the energy range jCij 30-60 MeV 
are summarised in table 1. The laboratory energy of the alpha 
particles incident on each foil is given in the first column 
of the table 1, while measured cross sections for (o<,n); {<< 
, 2n) and (c7C,3n) [only for populating the ground state of the 
residual nucleus] and (c»6,4n) reactions are given in 
successive columns of this table.Errors associated with solid 
angle correction, variation in incident flux, and of counting 
statistics are also given in each case. 
Presently measured excitation functions are 
represented in Fig.V.l to V.4 by solid circles.The size of 
the circle includes the magnitude of total errors. In these 
figures, present measurements are compared with the 
[1-4] 
literature data . As may be seen , the excitation 
functions for the same reaction reported by different groups 
differ considerably from each other. The measurements of 
93 
Ref.1-4 in case of Nb (oC ,xn);(x=l-4) are found to agree 
41 
with the present measurements within the experimental errorr^  
except for (oC,4n) reaction. 
The measured excitation functions are calculated 
theoretically with and without the inclusion of pre-
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equilibrium emmision. The computer code ALICE/LIVER MORE B2 
has. been used to perform these calculations. Most of the 
parameters have been taken by default options in the code. 
The binding energies and various Q-values for incident alpha 
particle and other out going particles i.e. neutron,protnn 
etc, are calculated internally within the code using Myers-
C5] 
Swiatecki/Lyseki1 mass formula . The back shifted model has 
been used for the calculation of pairing energy term 9 . 
The theoretical calculations for equilibrium 
emission of particles are done using this code and are shown 
in Figs.V.S-V.S whereby it is observed that the data do not 
satisfy the experimental measurements in the high energy 
region. The compound nucleus calculations depend mainly upon 
level density parameter (a = A/PLD). Equilibrium calculations 
are performed using the best fit value of PLD as 13 which 
gives good agreement only in the low energy region of 
excitation functions. As such it is obvious that compound 
reaction mechanism is not adequate to explain these 
experimental measurements and pre-equi1ibriUm emission has to 
be considerd. 
Theoretically calculated excitation functions depend 
mainly upon three factors viz. initial exciton number (n), 
level density parameter (a) and the free parameter 'COST' 
which is related to the mean free path for internal 
collisions. In an effort to achieve better theoretical 
description of experimentally measured excitation functions, 
the computation is done using the different values of these 
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paiampLpr<^, and the trend of the exc i tai irjti funrticin'=^  is 
Bturlierl with t-he? variation of these parameters. 
1 hr level density parameter'a ' pi ays an imfinrtani 
role in deriding the shapes as well as the absolute values of 
excatation -functions. In general , a^'' is taken egual to A/PLD, 
where A is the mass number of the compound nucleus anri PLD is 
an inleqer. In our ca1cu 1 ations, the value of level density 
parametc?r (PLU) is varied from 8 to 14 in steps of unify. 
Kee(Tinq f he exciton number (n) equal to 6, C;OST equal to 
and varying PI. f) from 8 to 11 for all reacbinns, if is 
observed fhat as the PLD increases the cross-sertion values 
in the tail reqion of the excitation functions increasp^^ 
while the cross-section values at the peak decrease as shown 
in Fig.V.9. This change in the cross-section values in flie 
peak and the tail region with the variation of PLD is similar 
to i he oltTer values of exciton number- and parameter CflST . 
With a (liven set of fjarameters CUST equal to T, PLD ec^ual Lo 
13 and varying exciton number (i.e. the iniLial configurafion 
of the excited particles ), it is observed that as the 
exciton number increases from 4 to 6 the peak values of thp 
cross-section in the excitation function curve shifts to the 
higher values, while the cross-section values in the tail 
region decrease to the lower values. This is shown in 
Fig.V.lo. In literature initial exciton number 4 to A has 
(6,7-13) 
been used for alpha-induced reactions 
With the increase in the parameter COST it is 
observed that peaks shift to the lower values while the tail 
rises as is shown in Fiq.V.ll. 
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Thus, the best values of exciton number 'n' , PLD 
and COST are taken as 6, 13 and 3 respectively. In the 
present calculations for the pre-equi1ibrium emission of 
particles the break up of initial exciton number (n=6) is 
taken as 2 neutrons, 3 protons and 1 hole due to the odd Z 
value of target nucleus. Logically it is assumed that 
unpaired proton of the target nucleus creates a particle hole 
pair. In Fig.V.5-V.8, theoretically calculated excitation 
functions with above values of parameters are shown along 
with the presently measured excitation functions. As may be 
seen the agreement between the theory and the experiment is 
still not satisfactory, particularly in the case of (oC , 4n) 
reaction. This may be due to the fact that theoretical 
calculations are still not very accurate. The code 
ALICE/LIVERMORE 82 does not differenciate between (oCjXy) and 
( o< ,yx) reactions or between (oC > oC ) and (opC.2p2n) type 
reactions. This code is not capable of calculating the cross-
sections for the isomeric states and the ground states 
separately and it calculates only the total reaction cross-
sections. There is also no possibility of using specific 
values of various input parameters. 
In the light of the above facts it is concluded 
that better experiments over a large number of target nuclei 
must be carried out to test the theory and theoretical 
calculations may also be refined to include the above 
mentioned drawbacks of the computer code ALICE/LIVERMORE 82. 
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